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 Consent is an agreement/ compliance
between two or more parties

 As per S 13, Indian Contract Act, 2 or more
persons are said to be in consent when they
agree upon the same thing in the same sense

 Except in emergency situations, consent is
absolutely mandatory in all other aspects of
medical practice

 This is respecting a patient’s autonomy



 Medically defined as voluntary acceptance
after complete understanding by a
competent patient, for a plan of care, after
its adequate disclosure in terms of
purpose, nature, procedure, risks, benefits
& alternatives, by the attending physician/
team



 There is Nothing like a Blanket Consent

 Every specific procedure – be it, examination,
taking samples, injecting medicines or doing
minor procedure to major surgeries - requires
specific consent from the patient

 For medical and medico-legal examination, the
age for consent is 12 years & For invasive
procedures, it is 18 years

 If patient is conscious, oriented, of sane mind
and of consenting age, NO ONE other than the
patient can consent on behalf of the patient



 Consent is an interactive dialogue
between the patient & doctor/ team & is
an ongoing process and NOT an event

 Every step of the procedure to be
undertaken, is to be properly explained to
the patient in a language he/ she
understands and only then can an
informed consent be taken



It should be
 Voluntary (of his own accord)
 Clear (unambiguous words)
 Person & Procedure specific
 Direct (Patient only; No intermediaries)
 Free
 Intelligent (clear understanding by patient)
 Personal (Privacy of patient details

paramount)



Components of  a 
Legally Valid Consent



1. Full Disclosure: Doctor should inform -
 What is the patient suffering from
 Various treatment avenues available & their

individual prognosis; cost factor
 Why this particular treatment course over other

alternatives
 Type of anesthesia intended, requirement of

blood
 Adverse effects/ complications, etc, if any

(complications with high frequency need to be
explained completely; others may be mentioned
in brief)

 What would happen if the patient refuses
treatment



1. Comprehension - Dissemination of above
information in a language in such a way that
patient understands completely

2. Autonomous choice - Free will, in absence of
outside control by doctor/ nurse/ relative, etc

3. Competence - Patient mentally sound, sane
mind, not under influence of alcohol or drugs, of
consenting age

4. Actual consent - written, signed & witnessed by
two independent persons



 If after explaining everything, answering all
queries of patient to his/ her complete
satisfaction, if he/she refuses consent,
same may be documented in the file as
Informed Refusal

 Onus now with the patient alone



 The new consent form has been designed keeping
the above factors in mind

 It is an exhaustive one, covering 3 pages
 It is in English Language ONLY
 The doctor taking the consent should properly

read and understand the contents of the form
himself/ herself thoroughly first

 If there are any doubts anywhere, please feel free
to ask your HOD to arrange for a refresher course
by the department of Forensic Medicine &
Toxicology



 Only if you understand and are without any
doubt, what-so-ever, can you explain the
contents to the patient in a language and in
a manner that he/ she or the patient’s
guardian comprehends completely





















 Latest Judgements on Consent and Medical 
Negligence

 Samira Kohli Case, which explains that 
extension of  consent is now legally invalid


